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In this ability section you can learn and practice Aptitude questions with answers based on interest to improve your skills in order to face a written test of IT companies, interviews and various entrance tests like bank exams, rail exams, ICET, GATE, CAT, GRE, MAT, etc. Where can I get Aptitude Interest
questions and answers with explanation? AllIndiaExams provides you with many fully solved aptitude percentages of questions and answers with an explanation. Fully solved examples with a detailed description of the answer. All freshmen students can download Aptitude quiz questions with answers like
PDF files and e-books. Where can I get an objective type, multiple options aptitude percentages Interview questions and answers? Here you can find both objective type and multiple Choice Aptitude Percentages of questions and answers for the interview and entrance exam. True or false type questions
are also presented here. Practice these bits well to get success in interviews or introductory tests How to solve these aptitude percentage problems? You don't need to worry, we have given many solved issues to Aptitude Interest with a detailed explanation, and we have provided many short methods to
quickly resolve issues in a short time. So you can easily solve all kinds of issues. In this section we will have the math ability of the question and the answers to the percentage. Interest questions often appear in all competitive exams, GRE and college admissions. These issues are easy to resolve and
require little attention. All issues are multiple choices with only one solution to all problems. The candidate must choose the best possible answer from these options. Ability Interest Matters - Test Series No. 1 - What percentage of speed is 3 minutes 36 seconds to an hour? See answer Number 2 - Men
spent Rs 229.50, which is 85% of what he earned. How much does he make? View answer number 3 - If 97% of students are present in the class and 27 students are absent. Find the total number of students in the class? View answer number 4 - Adding 5% x to x is equivalent to multiplying x by how
much? See answer number 5 - Subtraction 7% x from x is equivalent to multiplying x by how much? See answer number 6 - The city's population is 3,840, which increases to 4032. Find out the percentage increase in the population? See answer No. 7 - Salary A 50% above B.s. How much interest salary
B below A? See the answer number 8 - Salary A 50% lower than salary V. How much does the salary B above A? View answer number 9 - Two numbers, respectively, 20% and 50% more than the third number. What is the ratio of these two numbers? See answer No 10 - Man loses 12.5% of his money
and, having spent 70% of the remainder, has Rs 210 left. Find the money he's the first? View Response For more The questions please refer here 1. 60 per cent of the company's employees are women and women earn 20,000 or more a month. The total number of employees who earn more than 20,000
per month in the company is 60 percent of the total number of employees. What proportion of men earn less than 20,000 a month? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans: (5/8) Explanation: Let the total number of workers 100 men and women 60 (45 women earns more than 20,000) a total of 60 employees earns
more than 20,000 per month, so the number of men earning more than 20,000 is 15 so the share is 25/40 and 5/8 22. Forty per cent of women are over 30 years of age and 80 per cent are less or 50 years old. 20 percent of all women play basketball. If 30 per cent of women over the age of 50 play
basketball, what percentage of players are less or 50 years old? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:70% Explanation: Explanation: Take the total number of women - 100 Women less, women over 50 years and 80 and women over 50 - 2020 - women play basketball30% of women over 50 plays basketball 6
So the remaining 14 women who play basketball are less than or equal to 50 years So (14/20) 100 70% 3. The seller sells 50 percent of the apples he had and throws away 20 percent of the rest. The next day he sells 60 percent of the rest, and throws the rest away. What percentage of his apples does
the seller throw? SHOW ANSWER Correct As:26% Explanation: Explain: Let the total number of apples be 100 the first day he throws 50 x 20/100 and 10 apples the next day he throws 40 x 40 /100 x 16 apples, so the total number is 26 4. What is the minimum amount of milk in litres to be mixed in a
mixture of 60 litres, in which the initial ratio of milk to water is 1:4, that the resulting mixture has 15% milk? SHOW ANSWER: It is not possible to explain: Total mixture 60LMilk : Water No 1 : 45x 60x 12Milk and water - 48LMilk percent - 12/60 100 20%And after adding only milk, the amount of milk
becomes 15%, which is not technically correct. Because after adding a certain liquid, this amount should be increased. 5. Rahul spends 50% of his monthly income on household items, 20% of his monthly income to buy clothes, 5% of his monthly income on medicines and the remaining amount of 11,250
rubles he saves. What is Rahul's monthly income? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:Rs. 45000 Explanation: Let Rahul's Monthly Income Be Rs. x.Total expenses - (50 - 20 - 5)% of x 75% xNow, savings - (100 - 75)% of x 1125025% of x 11250x/4 - 11250 x 41250 Rs. 45000 6. The noted price of the laptop
is Rs. 48750. If the shop owner gives two consecutive 10% and x% discounts and sell it in Rs. 40365. Find out the value of x? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:8% Explanation: At the first 10% discount the sale price becomes 48750 90/100 Rs. 43875Second discount percentage (43875 - 100 3510/43875 -
100 8% 7. Anish had a certain amount with him. He spent 20% of this to buy a new mobile phone and and of the remaining to buy a laptop. Then he donated 160 rubles in the temple. If he stayed with 1200rs, how much did he buy a laptop for? SHOW ANSWER Correct Nicky: Rs. 240 Explanation: Let
Anish had a total amount of Rs. x. Then, Money spent on buying the cellphone q 20% of x q (20/100) x x Rs. x/5Now, remaining amount x - (x/5) q 4x/5Money spent on buying the laptop q 15% of (4x/5) q (15/100) q (4x/5) q rs. 3x/25Then, he donated Rs. 160 in a temple and left with Rs. 1200.So, total
amount he had on buying the cellphone and Money spent on buying the laptop, Money donated in a temple, Money left with him--- x (x/5) q (3x/25) q 160 q 1200---'gt; x -- (x/5) - (3x/25) q 1360------ (25x - 5x - 3x)/25 q 1360---'gt; 17x q 1360 q 25---'gt; x x (1360/17) q 25---'gt; x 80 q 25--- , Total amount
Anish had = Rs. 2000Now, the amount he buy the laptop for = Rs. 3x/25= (3 * 2000)/25= 3 * 80= Rs. 240 8. Akshara decided to donate 15% of her salary to the orphanage. On the day of the donation, she changed her mind and donated 2,896 rubles, which was 90% of what she had decided earlier. How
much does Akshasha's salary (approximately)? SHOW ANSWER CORRECT As: Rs. 21450 Explanation: Let Akshara's salary be rs x. Given, the amount has decided to donate previously 15% of xNow, according to the question,90% of the 15% x 2896 x 289---'6--------- x 2896 y (200/27) ---'gt; x
21,451.85---- x ≅ Rs. 21,450 Before that, Akshaara's salary ≅ 21,450 9 rubles. There were three notebooks X, Y, Y. Of these X was 120 pages. Y had 10% more pages than X and q had 10% fewer pages than X. If it ripped about 5%, 10% and 15% pages in X, Y and No respectively, what percentage of
pages did it snatch? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:10% Explanation: Given Total No. pages in book X No. 120 Total No. pages in Book Y and 10% more of the total Number Of Pages in Book X - 10% from 120 - 120 - 12 - 120 - 132 Total No. pages in the book - 10% less than no. pages in book X No.
120 - 10% from 120 - 120 - 120 - 12 No 108 No. pages torn from Book X and 5% of the total No. pages in Book X No (5/100) pages torn from Book Y, 10% from 132 and 13.2 No. pages torn from the book Nos. 15% of 108 and 16.2 Total No. pages torn from books X, Y, and Nos. 6 , 13.2 and 16.2 and
35.4 Now, Total No. pages in books X, Y and No. 120 and 132 , 108 and 360 Required percentage (Total No. Pages torn/Total No. pages in books X, Y and No. 100 (35.4/360) - 100 and 9.83% ≅ 10% 10. In school x% pupil of the 10th grade passed the exam; y% passed the student girls and z% of the
students to fail boys. SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:100 (100 - y)x / (100 - x) (100 - z) of the x % of the total number of boys passed - (100 - d)% of x% (100 - d)/100 x/100 of the total number of studentsTotal failed boys z% of (100 - x)% of all failed girls (100 - z)% of (100 - x)% (100 - z)/100 (100 - x)/100)
of the total number of studentsC the percentage of boys passed over failed girls ( 100 - g)x 100 / (100 - z) (100 - x) 11. The student scored 32% of the stamps in scientific subjects out of 300. How much should he score in language documents out of 200 if he wants to get a total of 46% of the stamps?
SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:67% Explanation: Signs of science-provided subject No. 32/100 - 300 96Marked to be provided in language documents (500 - 46/100 - 96) 100 / 200 (230 - 96)/2 134/2 67% 127%. In the village, each of the 60% of families has a cow; each of the 30% of families has a
buffalo, and each of the 15% of families has both a cow and a buffalo. There are 96 families in the village. How many families don't have a cow or a buffalo? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:24 Explanation: Venn chart families who have buffalo and cows. Required families with no cow or buffalo, 100 - (45 -
15 and 15) - 25% Required number 96-25/100 and 24 13. The ratio of boys to girls in school is 4: 1. If 75% of boys and 70% of girls are fellows, the percentage of students who do not receive a scholarship: SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:26% Explanation: Let the number of boys No. 400Let the number of
girls and 100Total number of students who do not get a scholarship 400 x 25/100 Ratio of men and women in the city is 7 : 8 and the percentage of children among men and women is 25% and 20% respectively. If the number of adult women in the city is 156,800, what is the total population? SHOW
ANSWER Correct Ans:367500 Explanation: Men - 7xFemales - 8xAdult Women - 8x - 8x - 80/100 156800x (156800'5)/32 24500Total Population 1524500 367500 15. The number increases by 20%, and then again by 20%. What percentage should the increased number be reduced to return the original
number? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:30 (5/9)% Explanation: Let the number 100Number after the 1st increase - 120Number after the 2nd increase (144 - 100)/144 100 44/144 - 100 11/36 100 275/9 30 (5/9) % 16. At ABC Pvt ltd, the ratio of the total number of undergraduate employees to the total
number of graduates is 13: 23. The company has only two branches - one is in Chennai and the other is in Delhi. If the total number of undergraduate employees in the Chennai branch is 351, which is 30% of the total number of undergraduate employees in the company, what is the total number of
graduates? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:2070 Explanation: Ratio of total undergraduate staff to total graduates 13 : 23Prepared : Graduate No. 13 : 2330 % of the total number of undergraduate staff No. 351 (30/100) No.of undergraduate worker No. 351-100/ 30 No 117013x 1170x 1170/13 th 90Total
No.of Graduate Staff is 23x 23 90 2070 17. The monthly income of Santosh and Vignesh together is 62,500 rubles. Santhosh and Vignesh's revenues are up 20% and 15% respectively. Vignesh's new revenue is Rs. 1375 more than Santhosh's new income. What is Vignez's new income? SHOW
ANSWER Correct Ans:Rs. 37375 Explanation: Let the income of Santosh and Vignesh be S and V, Monthly Income Santosh and Vignesh No 62500S - V - 62500Santhosh Income x; Vignosh Income 62500 - xNew Income V - New Income from S - 1375V New Income - (62500 - x) 115/100S New Income
- x 120/100 (62500 - x) (115/100) - x (120/100) - 1375 (7187500 - 115x)/100 ( 120x/100) - 1375 (7187500 - 115x)/100 th (120x 137500)/1007187500 - 115x - 120x 137500235x 7050 0000/235) - 30,000Winish Income 62500 - x 32500New profit Vignez 32500 (115/100) - Rs. 37375 18. Jay's attendance
during the first two semesters of the four was 60% and 70%, respectively. What is the minimum attendance required in the third semester, so that its average attendance will be 80% for four semesters? (Suppose an equal number of days among the four semesters) SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:90%
Explanation: Let, there are 100 days in each semester, then, Jaya's total attendance for four semesters - 4 (80% of 100) 4'80 and 320 days To know the minimum attendance in the 3rd semester, we must take on 100% attendance in the 4th semester. Thus, the minimum attendance is required in the 3rd
semester 320 - (60 - 70 and 100) days, i.e. 90%So, the minimum attendance required in the third semester, 90% 19. In the exam, Baloo scored 45% of the marks and failed on 18 marks. On the same exam Radhika scored 54% of the marks and received 27 marks more passing marks. What is Mohan's
score on the same exam that provided 75%? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:375 Explanation: Baloo scored 45% marks and not at 18 marks passing the class mark - 45% of the total mark - 18 Radhika scored 54% marks and received 27 marks more than passing signs pass the class mark - 54% of the
overall mark - 27 common marks - x Here pass marks are equal. So, 45% of x 18 x 54 % of x-27 18 x 27 (54 - 45) % of x 45 x 9% of x x 45 (100/9) - 500 Mohan mark 75/100 500 375 20. Mala scored 430 marks in the exam, and Savita received 72 percent of the mark on the same exam, which is 70
marks less than Mal's. If the minimum pass mark on the exam is 35 percent, then find the minimum passing marks on the exam?             SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:175 Explanation: The Score of Mala No. 430 Savita received 72 percent of marks in the same exam, which is 70 marks less than Mala.
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